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        C O M M I S S I O N I N G

- Subject ( what, when, where ) :

- Style of images / which aspects of subject must be shown :

- Required resolution:  a. Print up to 40 x 50 cm    b. 40 x 50 cm and plus

- Requested number of sights, approx. :

- Agreed rights of use (non exclusive) for the purchased images :

  * The clients own publications (his own impress), online and print

  * Handouts to the press and to architecture portals for editorial reporting  
    (not corporate) about the architect and his work

  * Non-commercial events

  * Book Publishings

  * others : 

- Flat fee for creation, costs, rights to use the images, the currency (net.) :

Place + date + signature  Sven Paustian :

Place + date + name/company + signature of the client who has read through 
both pages of the assignment and accepts them, as well as my T & C under
svenpaustian.com/contact :



- Only those services and rights of use that are listed in this order and the 
invoice are purchased and agreed. The goods resp. the rights of use will 
remain the sole property of the photographer until the invoice is completely 
paid.

- The customer sends the photographer original copys of the publications 
(printed matter from half-page size on) for his archive.

- The photographer may use the images and their publications especially for 
the purpose of self-promotion and exhibitions. He himself retains all rights of 
use to the images.

- The transfer of the rights of use from the client to third parties (licensing) is 
only permitted to the extend specified on this order. The transfer of the rights 
of use in particular to manufacturers, trading companies, service providers, 
craft businesses, owner or user of the building, authorities, etc. for their 
purposes like for example advertising and PR (press work, public relations 
and corporate publishing, for example such as corporate magazines) must be 
clarified with the photographer in advance !

- The transfer of the rights of use to organizers of architecture competitions is 
permitted, provided that the images are published exclusively in connection 
with the respective competition and always include the following copyright 
note: „ © Sven Paustian“, placed near the image, especially for online 
publications.

- Downloads of the images on the internet (eg with a button) are not permitted.

- Publications of the images always with „© Sven Paustian“ near the image, 
especially for online publications.

- The online rights generally apply initially for the duration of 5 years from 
the delivery date on and can normally easily be extended without subsequent 
payments.

- In case of doubt please simply forward requests from third parties about the 
use of the images to me: With great pleasure I will take care of it !

Signature of the client, date :


